
7700 SERIES
®

The ultimate in privacy. 
Not to mention a killer view.



7700 SERIES
Close blinds for complete 
privacy and security or 
open them up to enjoy 
the outdoors – and every 
level in between. The levels 
of privacy are controlled 
with an easy-to use single 
operator. The full privacy 
channels eliminate light 
gaps, shadows and glare.

Since blinds are enclosed 
between two panels of 
glass, they never need 
dusting which decreases 
allergens. While exposed 
blinds can become bent 
or tangled over time the 
enclosed blinds retain 
their fresh look,  even with 
repeated use.

The ergonomically placed
single operators lets you 
tilt, raise and lower your 
blinds the entire length of 
the glass with the slightest 
movement. No reaching or 
stopping is needed to adjust 
the blinds.

Sizing limitations exist. Internal grids are unavailable. External SDL grids are unavailable.  When ordered with blinds, 
on Double Hung windows, the standard configuration is blinds in both sash, but can be ordered with blinds in only 
the top or only the bottom sash. Please contact your Wincore Inside Sales Representative for more information.

WINDOW
STYLE

WIDTHS
IN INCHES

HEIGHTS
IN INCHES

SINGLE
LOW E

DOUBLE
LOW E

DOUBLE 
HUNG 21 - 56 31- 84 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89

CASEMENT 14.5 - 36 19 - 80 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89

FIXED UNIT 
CASEMENT 14.5 - 81 19 - 81 270/CL, 366/CL  270/I89, 366/I89

PICTURE 
WINDOW 13 - 84 17.5 - 84 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89

Light and Privacy 
Control

Low
Maintenance

Child and
Pet Safe

Easy
to Operate

 WINDOW      WINDOW AVAILABLE AVAILABLE SINGLE LOW-E DUAL LOW-E
       STYLE SERIES WIDTHS HEIGHT OPTIONS OPTIONS

Double Hung 7700 21” - 56” 31” - 84” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Casement 7700 14.5 - 36“ 19” - 80“ 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Casement Picture 7700 14.5” - 81” 19” - 81” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Picture Window 7700 13” - 84” 17.5” - 84” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89 

* Sizing limitations exist. Please contact your Wincore Inside Sales Representative for more information.
* Grids are unavailable.
* SDLs and simulated meeting rails are unavailable.
* Double Hungs are standard with Blinds in both sash. Double Hungs will be available to be ordered with Blink Blinds + Glass in only the

top or only the bottom sash.

WHITE CLAY TAN SILVER MOON ESPRESSO SLATE GRAY

TM

You can close your blinds for 
complete privacy and security 
or open them up to enjoy the 
outdoors – and every level in 
between. The levels of privacy 
are yours to control using our 
easy operator. The full privacy 
channels eliminate light gaps, 
shadows, and sunlight glare.

Since our blinds are enclosed 
between two panels of glass, 
you never need to dust which 
decreases allergens. Even with 
repeated use, our enclosed 
Blinds + Glass retain their new 
look, unlike exposed blinds 
that can become bent or 
tangled over time.

Leading the industry in 
enclosed blinds that reduce 
the safety risk for children and 
pets, our enclosed Blinds + 
Glass are certified by WCMA’s 
“Certified Best for Kids” 
designation and Parents for 
Window Blind Safety 
(PWBS) Seal of Approval.

The ergonomically placed 
single operators lets you tile, 
raise and lower your blinds 
the entire length of the glass 
with on the slightest 
movement. No reaching or 
stopping is needed to adjust 
the blinds.

WHITE CLAY TAN

Light and Privacy 
Control

Low
Maintenance

Child and
Pet Safe

Easy
to Operate

 WINDOW      WINDOW AVAILABLE AVAILABLE SINGLE LOW-E DUAL LOW-E
       STYLE SERIES WIDTHS HEIGHT OPTIONS OPTIONS

Double Hung 7700 21” - 56” 31” - 84” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Casement 7700 14.5 - 36“ 19” - 80“ 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Casement Picture 7700 14.5” - 81” 19” - 81” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89
Picture Window 7700 13” - 84” 17.5” - 84” 270/CL, 366/CL 270/I89, 366/I89 

* Sizing limitations exist. Please contact your Wincore Inside Sales Representative for more information.
* Grids are unavailable.
* SDLs and simulated meeting rails are unavailable.
* Double Hungs are standard with Blinds in both sash. Double Hungs will be available to be ordered with Blink Blinds + Glass in only the

top or only the bottom sash.

WHITE CLAY TAN SILVER MOON ESPRESSO SLATE GRAY

TM

You can close your blinds for 
complete privacy and security 
or open them up to enjoy the 
outdoors – and every level in 
between. The levels of privacy 
are yours to control using our 
easy operator. The full privacy 
channels eliminate light gaps, 
shadows, and sunlight glare.

Since our blinds are enclosed 
between two panels of glass, 
you never need to dust which 
decreases allergens. Even with 
repeated use, our enclosed 
Blinds + Glass retain their new 
look, unlike exposed blinds 
that can become bent or 
tangled over time.

Leading the industry in 
enclosed blinds that reduce 
the safety risk for children and 
pets, our enclosed Blinds + 
Glass are certified by WCMA’s 
“Certified Best for Kids” 
designation and Parents for 
Window Blind Safety 
(PWBS) Seal of Approval.

The ergonomically placed 
single operators lets you tile, 
raise and lower your blinds 
the entire length of the glass 
with on the slightest 
movement. No reaching or 
stopping is needed to adjust 
the blinds.

SILVER MOON ESPRESSO SLATE GRAY

No exposed cords makes the blinds 
safer for children and pets, and they 
never need cleaning.

Color-coordinated components. 

Single and Double Low E 
options available.

Contemporary, single fingertip 
controller to raise, lower and tilt.
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Light and Total 
Privacy Control

Low to No
Maintenance

Contemporary,
Easy OperationImportant 

Features

®

Changes to the product(s) may have been made since publication. Not 
all products available in all areas. Please consult your supplier prior to 
purchasing. Wincore® and The Way It Should Be.™ are trademarks of 
Wincore Window Company, LLC. ©2019 Wincore Windows and Doors. 
All rights reserved. Printed in USA.


